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ABOUT ME

As a dedicated Sales Representative, Jason Thomas 
brings a wealth of expertise to the table, specializing in 
providing top-notch customer service and technical 
support to his customers. One of Jason's key strengths 
lies in his ability to troubleshoot problems in the field 
effectively. Whether it's addressing technical issues or 
resolving operational challenges, he tackles each 
situation with a strategic mindset and a 
customer-centric approach. 

With a keen understanding of the mulch colorant 
industry, Jason is not just a Sales Representative; he's a 
reliable partner dedicated to the success and efficiency 
of his customers’ businesses. His commitment to 
excellence, technical proficiency and unwavering 
customer support make him a valuable asset in the 
industry.

During Jason’s tenure at ChromaScape, he has gained 
comprehensive insights into various aspects of the 
business. He has handled order entry in the service 
department, conducted quality control in the lab, 
collaborated with logistics for timely deliveries and 
traveled to the field to optimize customer business 
relationships. His experience reflects a holistic 
understanding of the company's operations, 
emphasizing relationship-building and customer 
support.

Jason has lived in Ohio since 1980, when his family 
moved from England. He cherishes moments with his 
wife Jen and their two sons, often taking golf cart rides 
with their dog Gary. They relocated to Vermilion, Ohio 
three years ago and enjoy spending quality time by Lake 
Erie with friends. Jason is proud of his oldest son who 
recently became a Cleveland firefighter, and the other 
who is currently in school pursuing the same 
profession. Despite enduring the ups and downs of 
being a Cleveland Browns fan since 1980, Jason remains 
a devoted supporter. Additionally, he enjoys sharing 
and hearing a good joke.

Top Skills:
Strategic Thinker • Problem Solver • Effective Verbal 
and Written Communication • Detail Oriented • 
Ambitious

Specialties:
Lean Mastery Certification • Customer Service • Sales 
Strategy Development and Execution

Experience:
ChromaScape: Customer Service Manager/Quality 
Assurance Manager/Inside Sales Manager

Java Espress: Regional Manager

Sterling Jewelers: Sales Manager

Jason Thomas

Sales Representative

jasont@chromascape.com


